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Abstract 

 

The paper dwells on the issue of a female image formation in fashion discourse during two transformative 

periods of sociocultural development of Soviet and Russian society in the beginnings of the XX and XXI 

centuries. The first period is connected with the turning point in fashion, caused by the changes in the state 

regime. Fashion magazines almost disappeared after the 1917 Revolution in Russia and were substituted 

by new feminine press. The second period also demonstrates cardinal changes in the sphere of fashion. 

Now they are caused by the development of transport infrastructure, science, computer and information 

technologies, and international contacts intensification, which together lead to the pace of life acceleration 

and cannot but influence a woman image in fashion discourse. To study the peculiarities of a woman image 

formation in the fashion discourse of the named periods, we have analyzed Soviet feminine magazines of 

the 1920s and modern fashion blogs. The allocated discourse characteristics give ground to conclude that 

during both periods the woman image was characterized by such traits as independence and freedom. 

However, in the feminine magazines, this image was constructed with an idea to perform a typical Soviet 

woman, which is made in the fashion discourse in an argumentative and instructive way. In the case of 

modern fashion blogs, on the contrary, no argumentation is provided, and the woman image is constructed 

with the use of English loanwords that introduce to Russian a wide range of synonyms that make a woman 

image mosaic and split.  
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1. Introduction 

The study of fashion phenomena is related to relevant research directions. Understanding fashion as 

a phenomena of mass culture is concerned to many sociological and philosophical studies. For example, 

researches conducted by Simmel (1996), Bourdieu (1993), Barthes (1983), Baudrillard (1984), Blumer 

(1969), Veblen (1899) etc. These studies raise the questions about the nature of fashion and its social 

functions, sources of appearance of fashion and its patterns of diffusion.  

In relation to our research, we used the definition of fashion proposed by Encyclopedia of Clothing 

and Fashion according to which fashion is defined as “the cultural construction of the embodied identity.” 

As such, it encompasses all forms of self-fashioning, including street styles, as well as so-called high 

fashion created by designers and couturiers. “<…> Most commonly, fashion is defined as the prevailing 

style of dress or behavior at any given time, with the strong implication that fashion is characterized by 

change” (Steele, 2005, p. 12). An important component of the fashion phenomena is its’ connection with 

social processes: “<…> it is widely assumed that changes in fashion “reflect” societal change and/or the 

financial interests of fashion designers and manufacturers” (Steele, 2005, pp. 12-13). 

The notion of fashion has multiple definitions and senses. According to Blumer (1969), sociologists 

are disposed to identify fashion exclusively or primarily with the area of costume and adornment. Yet, to a 

discerning eye fashion is readily seen to operate diverse areas of human group life, especially so in modern 

times (p. 275). H. Blumer is giving examples of fashion presence in applied arts, such as painting, dancing, 

architecture, sculpture, drama etc. It is also observable in the field of literature, philosophy, politics, 

business management and industry. Blumer underlines the importance of fashion and defines it as power, 

authorizing actions. In other words, fashion can be analyzed as a mirror of an epoch, reflecting the 

appearance of the modern man with his professional and social needs. 

The changings in social and professional structures have a strong impact on development of fashion 

historically proven. The history of appearance of fashion phenomena is related to the Middle Ages in 

Western Europe. From the beginning, fashion is determined as the custom of dress. For many ages, clothing 

was an indicator of social distinction. Right up until the XX century, the selection of the model and 

orientation of the costume remains to the choice of the elite. In the wide social sense, fashion appears in 

European society in the XIX century, when fashion is developing as a phenomenon of national culture and 

gradually transforms in industry of producing the goods of mass consumption. According to  Baudrillard 

(1984), modern fashion is no more an indicator of social distinction as there is a destruction between fashion 

signs and their referents: “There is no more inner determination in fashion signs that is why they find 

freedom of unlimited substitution and transposition” (p. 169). 

Nowadays fashion is primarily oriented on society's needs. Baudrillard (1984), in his essay Fashion, 

or The Enchanting Spectacle of the Code, analyzes the consumer society. Baudrillard states that when 

fashion lost its differential function it became the main object of mass consumption and production. “Mass 

fashion became a form of popular aesthetics and a means of self-enhancement and self-expression. 

Advances in technology and materials used for clothing production provided more comfortable, cheaper, 

and more attractive items to a larger proportion of the population” (De Long, 2005, p. 26). 

On the one hand, changes in fashion reflect the changes in society. On the other hand, fashion is 

subject to society. Thus, in every country (every national society) fashion has its own route of self-
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development and of social mirroring. Fashion is never alone: it is always connected with such factors as 

policy, culture, science, economy, which influence its formation and the society image formation, now 

mainly the image of a woman.  

In Russia, the influence of policy on fashion and consequently on the image of a woman is the most 

sounding in the beginning of the XX century. The image of a woman formation in fashion discourse was 

literally controlled by the government by highlighting what is allowed and what is not allowed to the Soviet 

woman.  

The 1920s in Russia refer to transformation in fashion field related to changes in government system 

and establishment of the Soviet Union. After the revolution in 1917, the majority of fashion magazines 

were closed for issuelessness. Fashion magazines mostly disappeared and instead of them feminine soviet 

press get to develop. The difference of such press from the former fashion magazine is that the new press 

did not publish article on fashion as it is or very rarely. The most popular magazines were Woman-Worker 

[Rabotnitsa], Peasant Woman [Krestyanka], Women-Delegate [Delegatka] with social and political 

orientation. In some issues there were articles concerning fashion, hygiene, new way of dressing, however 

the fashion discourse is fundamentally changed. The central ideas about fashion are related to hygiene and 

physical development of human being. Those changings influenced on feminine image in feminine press 

of 1920s and generally on soviet feminine image. The type of worker and peasant women comes to the 

forefront. The main roles for women in analyzed articles are so-called “public women” and “women 

mother”. Mainly self-dependence, manliness, ability to leadership and professional development would be 

welcomed and encouraged in women’s behavior. In women’s clothing, the most important place is given 

to hygienic value, practicality and comfort for work.  

A very different situation is typical for the modern Russian society with new information 

technologies, wide international connections and open borders, which influence the image of a woman 

formation in up-to-date fashion discourse. With internet and modern information technologies, everyone 

can be the creator of his own image and, as a consequence, the creator of the discourse. In the sphere of 

modern fashion, it is exactly like this. Blogs are playing active role in popularization of fashion and its 

authors are presenting to us the accessible and relevant novelties. On Evsyukova and Germasheva’s (2015) 

opinion, “bloggers influent actively on our lives, because lots of those internet users developing their own 

websites are associated with absence of prejudice, they can influence on their audience even more than 

advertisement from mass media” (p. 235). With the spread of fashion blogs, the discourse of fashion split 

into the one of magazines and the one of blogs, and in the last one, the image of a woman is represented as 

a self-made and independent one, the image that is free of political, ideological and public opinion 

influence. 

In view of the changes occurred as a result of ideology, society, scientific and technological progress, 

we find interesting to explore the feminine image in fashion discourse from a linguistic point of view in 

specified periods.  

In modern linguistics, the question of exploring fashion and fashion discourse is relevant. According 

to Barthes (1983), “as fashion comes to written communication, it becomes a cultural object with a specific 

structure and goals” (p. 310). Barthes (1983) calls fashion magazines as “machines of production of 

fashion” (p. 50). It is true, that due to massive appearance of fashion magazines, fashion enters in deep 
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interaction with language, where the language fixes on denotation and connotation level the great number 

of senses, makes more lucid and demonstrative the semantic structure of fashion. The magazines have big 

power, because they serve as an instrument of diffusion of fashion among the large audience.  

At the present time the internet is playing the crucial role in diffusion of information (internet 

editions, online channels etc.) and any recipient of information could become its author (blogs and video 

blogs, social networks and forums). The rapid advance of information technologies caused the development 

of different way of conception of fashion from consumer’s point of view. Consumer can be an author of 

texts or video on internet platform. Fashion “became closer” to its addressee, because the information we 

receive about fashion may come not only from expensive fashion magazines, but also from internet users, 

same consumers of fashion industry.  

Therefore, we can point to complex interrelation relations between the structure of discourse and 

social structure where discourse is bound to be affected by various factors: social, cultural, economic, 

political.  

 

2. Problem Statement 

In our research, we are focused on the problem of the feminine image formation in fashion discourse 

in two periods: the 1920s representing a transformative period of creation of the Soviet Union in Russia, 

and the beginning of XXI century, related as a period to information technologies and scientific 

advancement and to the development of intercultural relations.  

According to our hypothesis, the fashion discourse of 20-ss should be of an argumentative and 

instructive type, as it is subject to the ideology of the Soviet Union, and the feminine image should be 

described as a portrait of a typical Soviet woman. The fashion discourse of nowadays, on the contrary, is 

expected to be (more) free of argumentations and instructions, though less precise should be the image of 

a modern woman.  

 

3. Research Questions 

The main research questions are listed below.  

● How is the female image represented in fashion discourse in Soviet feminine magazines in 1920s? 

● How is the female image represented in fashion discourse in modern Russian fashion blogs? 

● What are the sociocultural factors influencing the construction of the image of woman in fashion 

discourse within the set time periods? 

 

4. Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of our study is to explore linguistic peculiarities of the discursive construction of the 

female image in fashion discourse in the 1920s and the beginning of the XXI century and its impact on 

social changes over those periods. The main objectives of the study are the following. 

● To explore Soviet feminine magazines of the 1920s. 

● To explore modern fashion blogs. 
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● To find out language markers forming the feminine image in 1920s and at the beginning of the 

XXI century.  

● To find out similarities and differences between female images in 1920s and at the beginning of 

the XXI century in the fashion discourses. 

  

5. Research Methods 

5.1. Methods 

To assort the sources of the research material, we were using the thematic sampling method – all 

texts to be analyzed should be on fashion. To collect the research material we were mainly conducted by 

continuous sampling method. During the material analysis, we were using a discourse analysis, the method 

of semantic interpretation and component analysis.  

 

5.2. Research material  

5.2.1. Women’s magazines: material description  

To study a woman image formation in fashion discourse of 1920s, we used seven Soviet women 

magazines given in Table 01 with the sampling period and articles quantity.  

 

Table 01.  Magazine Resources 

№ Magazine Name Sampling Period Articles Quantity 

1 Rabotnica (1914 – 1930) 7 

2 Krest'janka (1922 – 1930) 4 

3 Delegatka (1923 – 1930) 7 

4 Chetyre sezona (1927– 1929) 11 

5 Atel'e (1923) 7 

6 Iskusstvo odevat'sja (1928 – 1929) 10 

 

By continuous sampling method, we have chosen 3000 magazines (very rare primary source items 

not accessible for digitalizing, can be accessed in the archives of The Russian State Library in Moscow) 

from Periodicals Archive (from XVIII century to 2009) of Russian National State Library in Moscow (the 

largest library in Russia, the second largest library in the world, founded in 1862). To assort the articles to 

be further analyzed, we were using thematic sampling method – all articles from the magazines should be 

on fashion and modern dressing. Thus, the final sample consists of 46 articles. 

The results of the fashion discourse analysis on the materials of Soviet women magazines is drawn 

in 6.1. subsection. 

 

5.2.2. Fashion blogs: material description 

To study the peculiarities of a woman image formation in modern Russian fashion discourse, we 

have taken blogs on fashion and style from “Life Journal” (Life Journal, 2014-2018) blog platform. By 

continuous sampling method, we have chosen three blogs on fashion in clothes, which were the first in the 

feed of “Life Style” section (Full fashion blogs data collection in Table 02) (Lena View, 2014-2018; Stil'nye 

zametki, blog o stile i mode, 2014-2018; 7 odjozhek. Svoj garderob – svoi pravila, 2014-2018), and three 

blogs, which authors post article on different subjects and have some on fashion (Full non fashion blogs 
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data collection in Table 02) (Anything for a quiet life, 2014-2018; Blog vizual'nyh oskolkov. 

Illjustrirovannyj zhurnal Alekseja Nasedkina, 2014-2018; Dnevnik ocharovatel'noj kiberledi. Ljubov', 

vojna, psihoterapija, 2014-2018). The continuous sampling was conducted in the selected blogs archives. 

The main sampling criteria was the thematic one – an article to be analyzed should be on modern mass 

fashion trends. In other words, we excluded such articles as fashion shows reviews, descriptions of 

celebrities’ styles in daily life and on the screen, reviews on fashion history (e.g. history of some unit of 

clothes, fashion of the 1940s, Renaissance fashion etc.), articles on color of the season, reviews of (internet-

) shops and literature on fashion. Alike we excluded personal articles, such as Happy New Year greetings 

to the blog readers, announcements of not be in blog for the next week, or photoreports from a family trip 

abroad.  

Thus, we have sampled 280 blog articles. Table 02 shows the distribution of articles, their quantity 

and sampling periods between the blogs. In section Full fashion blogs data collection, the complete fashion 

texts sample is included – all texts on fashion from fashion blogs. In section Full non fashion blogs data 

collection, only texts on fashion are included which very rare among the other blogs articles and which 

appeared in the feed of “Life Style”. We have decided to analyze both types of the texts because the first 

section articles demonstrate the fashion discourse made by the people who are constantly involved in this 

sphere thus their language is representative to be analyzed as a pure modern Russian fashion discourse. The 

texts from the second section are included in the sample because they show that fashion discourse is not 

closed within a professional sphere; it intersects with the common language, which means that it is 

understandable for a broad audience.  

 

Table 02.  Blogs Resources 

№ Blog Name Sampling Period Articles Quantity 

Full fashion blogs data collection 

1 
Stil'nye zametki, blog o stile i mode [Stylish Notes, 

Blog about Style and Fashion]  

January 3, 2014 – 

August 13, 2018 
112 

2 
7 odjozhek. Svoj garderob – svoi pravila [7 Clothes. 

Own Clothes – Own Rules] 

January 31, 2014 – 

August 8, 2018 
83 

3 Lena View 
April 22, 2015 – 

December 11, 2018 
81 

Full non fashion blogs dada collection 

4 

Blog vizual'nyh oskolkov. Illjustrirovannyj zhurnal 

Alekseja Nasedkina [Blog of Visual Chips. Illustrated 

Journal of Aleksej Nasedkin] 

October 4, 2017 1 

5 Anything for a quiet life December 18, 2017 1 

6 

Dnevnik ocharovatel'noj kiberledi. Ljubov', vojna, 

psihoterapija [Diary of Charming Cyberlady. Love, 

War, Psychotherapy] 

May 28, 2017 and 

June 26, 2017 
2 

 

The choice of blogs to be analyzed is motivated by intention to study the modern Russian language 

fashion discourse that is why the main period of sample is limited to 2014-2018. The third blog sample 

does not include 2014 because it was started only in spring 2015.  

The results of the fashion discourse analysis on the materials of blogs is drawn in 6.2. subsection.  
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6. Findings 

6.1. Fashion discourse of Soviet magazines 

As a result of research of fashion articles published in feminine press in 1920s, we pointed out 

several subjective modalities in fashion discourse serving to determine the image of women in analyzed 

epoch. Subjective modalities in our research are expressed by introductory modal words, classified in four 

groups. 

1. Modal introductory word expressing accentuality: russ. [Nakonets, v èpohu revoljucij 

gospodstvujushee znachenie priobretajut novye klassy obshestva, shto takzhe ne mozhet ne otrazhats’ja na 

vneshnih formah byta, tak kak vnosjats’ja novye esteticheskie trebovanija, novye tradicii dannogo klassa.] 

– eng. “Finally, in a revolutionary epoch, the dominant sense is acquired by new social classes, that is also 

certainly reflected on exterior forms of daily life, as new forms of aesthetic requirements, new traditions of 

those classes are included” (Atelye, 1923, n. 1, p. 31). 

In this example subjective modality is expressed by introductory word «finally» indicating the 

future social transformation. The connection between society and new aesthetic requirements is underlined, 

in other words the ideological need of a new of social hygiene is approved.  

2. Introductory modal word expressing certainty: 

russ. [Francuzskije kabluki osobenno vredny dlja berememmyh zhenshin. Krome togo, na takih 

kablukah ochen’ legko upast’, shto, konechno, ochen opasno pri beremennosti.] – eng. “French heels are 

especially harmful for pregnant women. Furthermore, it is very easy to fall down in those heels that are 

certainly very dangerous during pregnancy” (Rabotnitsa, 1925, n. 14, p. 24). 

In this case subjective modality is expressed by introductory word «certainly», used to underline 

author’s conviction about what he is saying. By pointing out his certainty about the harm of french heels, 

author is expressing his negative attitude to the previous period of the bourgeois fashion in Russia before 

the revolution of 1917.  

russ. [Konechno, kazhdyj soznanijem ponimajet, kakoje gromadnoje znachenije imejet chistota i 

opr’jatnost’.] – eng. “Certainly, everybody consciously understands the great importance of cleanliness 

and tidiness” (Rabotnitsa, 1925, n. 17, p. 23). 

In this example the discursive marker of subjective modality “certainly” has the significance of 

author’s conviction that every reader should be agree about the importance of being clean and tidy 

concerning human’s appearance.  

3. Introductory modal word expressing emotional evaluation: 

russ. [Сhego greha tait’, esli zhens’hiny stoj’at v ocheredi za tualetnymi prinadlegnostjami, to 

stojat oni dl’ja muzhchin.] – eng. “There is nothing to hide, if there are women standing in line for 

toiletries, they are standing there for men” (Atelye, 1927, n. 14, p. 7). 

The example indicates the regret about women trying to attract men just by toiletries. The source 

of this regret leads to soviet ideology encouraging women to be equal to men in behavior and clothing.  

russ. [K neschastj’u, v dannoe vremja vhodit v modu raskrashivanije lica, shto tozhe vredno 

dejstvuet na kozhu.] – eng. “Unfortunately, at the present time painting faces is back in fashion, which is 

also toxic for skin” (Rabotnitsa, 1925, n. 22, p. 22). 
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The marker “unfornately” expresses negative attitude to cosmetics. In the context of promotion of 

hygiene in 1920s, this example demonstrates that cosmetics are negatively seen in soviet society, because 

they don’t provide any health benefits and serve only to change and to beautify the female look.  

4. Introductory modal word expressing «the absence of alternative»; introductory words 

«therefore» used for logical structuring of the text: 

russ. [Сhtit’ pam’jat’ materi ne prestupno, konechno, esli mat’ zasluzhila etogo. Kol’tso, 

ostavsheesja posle mat’eri, nesomnenno, moget byt’ ochen’ cennym dl’ja docheri. No nosit’ ego na ruke – 

znachit, nosit’ ego ne tol’ko, kak pam’jat’, no i kak ukrashenije. Znachit, tut ne odna tol’ko pamjat’, no 

est’ i koe-shto vneshne-pokaznoje.] – eng.  

 

It is obviously not criminal to honor the memories of mother if she deserved it. The ring, left behind 

by mother, clearly can be very valuable for daughter. But wearing the ring on the hand is therefore 

wearing it not only as a memory, but also as a jewelry. Therefore it is not only a memory, but also 

something externally ostentatious”. (Rabotnitsa, 1925, n. 5, p. 30-31) 

 
In this example the author responds to the reader of Rabotnitsa magazine. The intention of using 

introductory modal words “obviously” and “clearly” is to convince that author understands his reader. At 

the same time author is using introductory word “therefore” twice logically hinting to the main aspect of 

the ring, that is also a jewelry and externally ostentatious. The introductory word «therefore» helps author 

to convince the reader of the credibility of his logical deductions.  

 

6.2. Fashion discourse of Russian blogs 

The result of fashion blogs analysis showed that the key markers of the woman image in modern 

fashion discourse are English loanwords, which both make a special language from the perspective of its 

style and bring new social and cultural content. 

280 analyzed blog texts include 306 English loanwords with the entries of 4968. 

These English loanwords are divided into six groups. Hereinafter all English loanwords examples 

are drawn in Russian with transliteration.  

1. Not fashion discourse English loanwords – 110 units, 734 entries: russ. [instagram, blog, 

internet, internet-magazin, internet-zhurnal, lajfhak, massmarket, masthjev etc.] – eng. 

(Instagram, blog, internet, internet-shop, internet-journal, life hack, mass-market, must have 

etc.). 

2. Brands derivatives: names of clothes and accessories – 10 units, 86 entries: russ. [kedy, 

konversy, martensy, n'jubjelansy, timberlendy, fitbit etc.] – eng. (Keds, Converse, Dr. Martens, 

New Balance, Timberland, Fitbit etc.). 

3. Handles and materials names – 13 units, 106 entries: russ. [denim, dzhersi, kapron, plastik, 

polijester, tvid, hlollofajber etc.] – eng. (denim, jersey, plastic, polyester, tweed, hollow fiber 

etc.). 

4. Cuts and styles names and their derivatives – 33 units, 370 entries: russ. [arthaus, boho, kejp, 

kjezhual, militari, preppi, stritstajl, hippi etc.] – eng. (art house, boohoo, cape, casual, military, 

preppy, street style, hippy etc.). 
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5. Old English loanwords – 69 units, 2119 entries: russ. [bejsbolka, bodi, glamur, dzhemper, 

dzhinsy, dizajn, imidzh, kovboj (style), legginsy, ljureks, pizhama, pulover, sviter, futbolka, 

haki, shorty etc.] – eng. (baseball cap, body, glamour, jumper, jeans, design, image, cowboy 

(style), leggings, lurex, pajamas, pullover, sweater, football, khaki, shorts etc.). 

6. Modern English loanwords – 71 units, 1553 entries; russ. [aviatory (glasses), autfit, blejzer, 

bojfrendy (type of jeans), brogi, dafflkot, krossbodi, lofery, njud, oversajz, svitshot, flatforma 

etc.] – eng. (aviators (glasses), outfit, blazer, boyfriend (type of jeans), brogues, duffle coat, 

cross-body, loafers, nude, oversize, sweatshirt, flat form etc.]. 

The percentage rating of the above-enumerated groups is drawn in the diagram below (Figure 01).  

Figure 01.  Fashion discourse English loanwords groups 

 

As we can see, the majority of Anglicisms are in the category of old loanwords; however, the part 

of the modern one is big as well and make 31% from the English loanwords tot. In the category of modern 

loanwords, we included the Anglicisms which entries into the [Russian National Corpus] is zero or nears 

zero. The high frequency of these words in the fashion blogs demonstrates their active usage in the modern 

Russian language and their importance in the contemporary fashion discourse construction and, 

consequently, in the construction of a modern woman image.  

English loanwords contribute to make a modern woman image as an independent, active and strong 

one. This is witnessed with loanwords – names of shoes, clothes and accessories of a woman. By origin, 

many Anglicisms were used in English as the names of men clothing units. Their appearance in women 

clothing shows that a women image becomes closer to a man one, as well as feminine social functions. 

There are 18 lexical units (408 entries) of this type: russ. [aviatory, bitlovka, blejzer, dzhinsy-

bojfreny/bojfrendy, bomber, brogi, dafflkot, derbi, lofery, oksfordy, svitshot, slipery, slipony, trench (also 

trenchkot), hantery, chelsi, chinos] – eng. (aviators, Beatle coat, blazer, jeans/boyfriend jeans, bomber, 

brogues, duffle coat, derby, loafers, oxfords, sweatshirt, sleepers, slip-on shoes, trench (also trench coat) 
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hunters, Chelsea, chinos). Daily women closing is approaching to the men one because professional duties 

of a modern woman make her choose comfortable dressing and easy to wear shoes. 

Loaning of words marking the units of feminine clothing takes place as well, though their quantity 

is half less – 9 lexical units (95 entries): russ. [boks (bag), bra, kittenhily (type of heel shoes), krossbodi, 

ruana, tout (bag), flatforma, choker, shoper] – eng. (box, bra, kitten heels, cross-body, ruana, tote, flat form, 

choker, shopper). Among these examples, there are names of bags [tout, shoper] designed for carrying a 

lot of stuff, which is not typical for an elegant lady, but typical for a businesswoman. [Kittenhily] is the 

only name of heel shoes which is used in fashion blogs along with [flatforma, derbi, lofery, oksfordy, 

slipery, slipony], which is another marker of a modern woman’s need of comfortable shoes to perform her 

professional and social functions in the modern world. 

English loanwords develop the idea of freedom and naturalness in a feminine image drawn in the 

modern internet fashion discourse. This is confirmed by such Anglicisms as [oversajz, dzhinsy-bojfrendy, 

krop-top, svitshot, hudi, slipony, slippery, loufery].  

[Oversajz] clothes are the clothes of a free cut, the cut bigger than a standard size, which make the 

clothes look bigger. Oversize clothes are made for a person feel no tightness in movements. [Dzhinsy-

bojfrendy] are feminine jeans of a male cut that make them loose for a woman. [Krop-top] is any unit of 

top clothes halfway cut to show a line of naked skin. [Krop-tops] might be tight and loose, but their main 

character is their short cut, which make them show a part of naked body and leave less contact of the tissue 

with the skin.  

Such shoes as [slipony, slippery, loufery] by their etymology show a relaxed style. The word 

[slipony] comes from an English slip-on, which stands for easy to put on shoes, gloves, clothes without 

laces. Slip-on shoes are convenient daily shoes made of tissue without laces, clips and zippers easy to put 

on and take off. The word [slippery] comes from English slippers – home shoes – that also marks their 

easiness in daily wearing regardless of circumstances (park walk, office work, company party, business 

meeting etc.). [Loufery] is an Anglicism that comes from an English word loafer meaning good-for-

nothing. Thus, on the one hand, [loufery] are good for lazy people who do not want to bother oneself, who 

are not engaged in daily routine. On the other hand, these shoes are a good choice for business people who 

do not want to feel uncomfortable during every day work and do not want to be tired after another day on 

the go. For a modern woman, these shoes are necessary to be active; high heels are not the choice in this 

case and snickers do not fit the business style. That is why [slipony, slippery, loufery] are preferable. They 

both complement the image of a modern woman as an active and independent one and provide her with 

comfort and freedom. 

The key word of the modern internet fashion discourse is [kjezhual] – eng. casual meaning casual 

style with 105 entries from 4968 units of total amount of Anglicisms. Besides [kjezhual], there are its 

derivatives like [kjezhual'nyj] with 65 enteries, [kjezhual'shhik] – 24, [kjezhual'nost'] – 9, [kjezhual'no] – 

6. Thus, as a root, [kjezhual] appears in Russian fashion blogs 209 times. The derivative activity of this 

lexical unit marks the importance of this style for modern fashion and for a modern image of women who 

prefer free and convenient dressing but not dress-code and corporate style. 

Another important character of the modern fashion discourse that goes along with English loanwords 

is the increase of synonyms and, therefore, increase of a choice for a woman in making her image. For 
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example, the words [brogi, derbi, oksfordy] (brogues, derby, oxfords) are names of new types of boots. 

Originally, they are different in shape, decoration and lacing, and they fit to different dressing. However, 

in Russian fashion discourse, these differences are not taken into consideration, and the three of them can 

be used as full synonyms. The word [trench], which is sometimes used as [trenchkot] are full synonyms 

between each other and to a Russian equivalent [plash]. The Anglicism [blejzer] stands for a Russian word 

[pidzhak]; the loanword [dafflkot] is known in Russian as [odnobortnoe pal'to]; [bitlovka] stands for 

[vodolazka] – eng. turtleneck.  

An interesting situation is viewed with the names of sport shoes that come from the brands names: 

[kedy, konversy, n'jubjelansy] – eng. Keds, Converse, New Balance. Both in English as a source language, 

and in Russian as a recipient language they name one and unique concept – sport shoes or russ. [krossovki]. 

However, this concept gets different names without new semantics and functions. The idea of naming 

becomes more important than meanings differentiation. 

This lexical pluralization, demonstrated on the examples of shoes and clothes, and typical for the 

modern fashion discourse, does not find argumentation in the analyzed blogs texts: bloggers do not explain 

why a woman should put on this and should not put on that. The idea of the fashion blogs can be described 

in the phrase “chose and put on to be beautiful and feel comfortable”. This confirms our primary hypothesis 

about less structural organization of modern fashion blogs, and this leads us to the idea of a mosaic woman 

image formation, when a woman has a wide choice to combine various clothes and shoes and change her 

image by changing a part or a piece of her dressing. 

  

7. Conclusion 

7.1. Fashion discourse of 1920s 

In Soviet press of 1920s the introductory modal words, expressing author’s certainty about reported 

are the most represented. The study of subjective modality allows to see, how the ideologization, typical 

for soviet discourse, experienced by social spheres of the country, is manifested by the category of 

subjective modality. The subjective modality represented by introductory words expresses directivity and 

obligation in an argumentative way, pushing women to establish new fashion and hygiene, according to its 

new feminine difference from bourgeois period before the Revolution in 1917. In the terms of logic we can 

speak about the subjective modality of necessity, underlining the author’s subjective certainty about 

communicated. 

 

7.2. Fashion discourse of the beginning of XXI century 

By contrast with the fashion discourse of the 1920s Soviet press, the modern internet fashion 

discourse demonstrates the woman image as a free an independent one: a woman does not have to wear to 

represent a typical woman of a nation, a woman wear to represent herself. This is testified by the presence 

of English loanwords and their wide entries in the fashion discourse. However, this independence in the 

woman image formation goes along with the weakening of its precision: there is no a typical Russian 

woman, and there is no the woman. There is a woman who can change her identity by changing her dressing, 

which is lexically very broaden and various.  
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